APPENDIX 7

MEDIA COVERAGE: Information Exchanges (Approach #2)
West Hawai‘i Today
Fee to fish?: Group sets public meetings to break down report on noncommercial fishing regulation

By Max Dible West Hawaii Today mdible@westhawaiitoday.com | Monday, November 26, 2018, 12:05 a.m.
KAILUA-KONA — Almost two years after Conservation International Hawaii and the Western Pacific Fishery Council released a feasibility study on a regulatory system for noncommercial fishing in Hawaii, contributors are touring the state to discuss it with the public.

Aarin Gross, senior program manager for policy and operations with Conservation International Hawaii, said the time lag resulted because report details didn't circulate on their own as effectively as the group had expected.

“The people we had hoped would gain access to this information probably didn’t have access to it,” she said.

Public meetings meant to break down the controversial issue of a regulatory system for recreational fishing in Hawaii, which will carry with it annual fees for local fishermen, are set for both Kailua-Kona and Hilo.

Presenters scheduled the first from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority Gateway Center in Kailua-Kona. The meeting in Hilo is 5-8 p.m. Wednesday at the Mokupapapa Discovery Center.

Meetings are also being convened on Oahu, Maui, Kauai, Molokai and Lanai.

The report “took no collective position” as to whether the state should implement a mandatory noncommercial fishing registry, permit or license (RPL) system.
However, it did note “that there are no legal or constitutional barriers in Hawaii that would prohibit the implementation of a new RPL system,” adding it’s possible to design one without violating Native Hawaiian gathering rights protected under state law.

Gathering info

Conservation International Hawaii program director Matt Ramsey wants to make one thing clear to those planning to attend — that his organization isn’t lobbying on behalf of either side of the issue.

For the study group, it’s all about the information.

“This meeting is not part of the rulemaking process,” Ramsey said. “I think a large misconception out there is that this is somehow related to state regulation or a legislative effort, and that’s definitely not the case. While those two things may happen on their own, we are not involved in that at all.”

It’s also all about the information for Brian Neilson, acting administrator of the Department of Land and Natural Resources Division of Aquatic Resources.

Neilson, his agency and its parent agency would all be directly involved in any implementation of an RPL system in Hawaii, which he said they’re “very interested in.”

Community feedback generated in the meetings will inform and mold a push specifically for a licensing system option, possibly as early as this year, he added.
However, DAR/DLNR can't implement a licensing system of its own accord. It requires statutory authority by way of the state Legislature.

House Rep. Nicole Lowen, D-North Kona, said multiple bills have been introduced to address noncommercial fishing regulation during her six years in office, including proposals to study the matter or levying fees only on nonresident fishermen.

For a licensing system that also charges residents a fee, Lowen said there's really only one feasible legislative path.

“If the administration is not on board with it, it would probably be dead in the water,” said Lowen, meaning any bill with a chance to cross the finish line would have to come from relevant agencies with Gov. David Ige’s backing rather than from a state legislator.

“When DAR and DLNR are ready to spearhead it as something that needs to happen in the state, then I think we could start the work of getting legislators on board,” she added. “Because obviously, it will be controversial.”

Neilson said that might happen as early as January.

“We are thinking about the possibility of introducing legislation in this upcoming session,” he said, “but we're still getting feedback.”

If legislation passed, details would be ironed out through the administrative rulemaking process, which would allow multiple opportunities for public input.

Strong opinions

Hawaii is currently the only state without noncommercial fishing regulation in any form.

Local fishermen, particularly those of Native Hawaiian descent, have fished island waters all their lives. Many see the practice as not just a right and/or a necessity, but as an integral part of their culture.

“I recreationally fish, but it’s to put food on the table,” said Billy Lum, 61, who's been casting lines on three different islands for the last half-century. “I know a lot of Hawaiians are going to be totally against anything like that because we’re so used to being able to go out and provide food for the family, so now having to buy a license
for it …”

Many fishery managers, however, say the benefits outweigh what would be a minimal cost to fishermen. Creating a licensing system allows the state to build a database and gather a sense of how many people are fishing recreationally, information it currently doesn't have. It also provides an avenue to circulate information about catch limits and size limitations to fishermen.

All this, Neilson said, will maintain a rich fishing environment in Hawaii for generations to come, and at what he believes is likely to be a reasonable cost. While no figure has been decided on, Neilson said the annual price now in mind for a license is $5 and would come with fee waiver exceptions for children, the elderly, veterans and the financially disadvantaged.

“We don’t want this to be a hardship on our Hawaii residents,” he said. “The cost could be significantly higher for nonresidents.”

Freshwater licenses currently run $5 each, while DAR bumped commercial fishing licenses from $50 to $100 annually within the last year.

Lum explained most recreational fishermen, particularly those of Hawaiian heritage, will have less of a problem with forking over a $5 bill than with what the payment symbolizes. He understands the benefits Neilson laid out and could see himself supporting a reasonably priced licensing system, but he’d also want to know where the money would go.

Neilson said the aim of the fees would be to set up and manage an online licensing system, which would allow residents and nonresidents to acquire licenses immediately so as not to hurt local fishing tour operators. Physical locations like tackle shops interested in participating may also be set up.
While the statewide meetings on the matter are sure to be full of strong opinions, Lum pointed out that it may not matter much whether a licensing system is ever introduced in Hawaii.

“In all the years I've been fishing, I've never ever seen any kind of enforcement as far as fishing regulations,” Lum said. “I know there's plenty of fishermen out there who don't give a rip.”
AP News
Public meetings set for Hawaii fishing regulations proposal

November 26, 2018

KAILUA-KONA, Hawaii (AP) — Public meetings are being held this week to discuss the feasibility of a regulatory system for noncommercial fishing in Hawaii.

Conservation International Hawaii and the Western Pacific Fishery Council released a report on the issue nearly two years ago and will meet with residents across the state this week, West Hawaii Today reported Monday.

The proposal would carry annual fees for registry, permits or licensing on recreational fishing in Hawaii, the only U.S. state without noncommercial fishing regulations.

Opponents, particularly Native Hawaiians, see fishing as a right and an integral part of their culture.

The report, which does not advocate for or against the idea, says there are no laws to prevent regulation and that it's possible to implement them without violating Native Hawaiian gathering rights protected under state law.

"I recreationally fish, but it's to put food on the table," said Billy Lum, 61, who's been fishing in Hawaii for the last half-century. "I know a lot of Hawaiians are going to be totally against anything like that because we're so used to being able to go out and provide food for the family."

Conservation International Hawaii program director Matt Ramsey said his organization isn't lobbying on behalf of either side of the issue.

"This meeting is not part of the rulemaking process," Ramsey said. "I think a large misconception out there is that this is somehow related to state regulation or a legislative effort, and that's definitely not the case. While those two things may happen on their own, we are not involved in that at all."

The plan would require statutory authority from the state Legislature, but House Rep. Nicole Lowen, D-North Kona, said multiple bills have already been introduced to address noncommercial fishing regulation, including proposals to implement fees only on nonresidents who fish recreationally.

For a licensing system that also charges residents a fee, Lowen said Gov. David Ige would have to support the plan.

"If the administration is not on board with it, it would probably be dead in the water," said Lowen.
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What if the only way to live meant leaving home?
KAILUA-KONA — Almost two years after Conservation International Hawaii and the Western Pacific Fishery Council released a feasibility study on a regulatory system for noncommercial fishing in Hawaii, contributors are touring the state to discuss it with the public.

Aarin Gross, senior program manager for policy and operations with Conservation International Hawaii, said the time lag resulted because report details didn't circulate on their own as effectively as the group had expected.

“The people we had hoped would gain access to this information probably didn't have access to it,” she said.

Public meetings meant to break down the controversial issue of a regulatory system for recreational fishing in Hawaii, which will carry with it annual fees for local fishermen, are set for both Kailua-Kona and Hilo.

Presenters scheduled the first from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii Authority Gateway Center in Kailua-Kona. The meeting in Hilo is 5-8 p.m. Wednesday at the Mokupapapa Discovery Center.

Meetings are also being convened on Oahu, Maui, Kauai, Molokai and Lanai.

The report “took no collective position” as to whether the state should implement a mandatory noncommercial fishing registry, permit or license (RPL) system.

However, it did note “that there are no legal or constitutional barriers in Hawaii that would prohibit the implementation of a new RPL system,” adding it's possible to design one without violating Native Hawaiian gathering rights protected under state law.
Conservation International Hawaii program director Matt Ramsey wants to make one thing clear to those planning to attend — that his organization isn’t lobbying on behalf of either side of the issue.

For the study group, it’s all about the information.

“This meeting is not part of the rulemaking process,” Ramsey said. “I think a large misconception out there is that this is somehow related to state regulation or a legislative effort, and that’s definitely not the case. While those two things may happen on their own, we are not involved in that at all.”

It’s also all about the information for Brian Neilson, acting administrator of the Department of Land and Natural Resources Division of Aquatic Resources.

Neilson, his agency and its parent agency would all be directly involved in any implementation of an RPL system in Hawaii, which he said they’re “very interested in.”

Community feedback generated in the meetings will inform and mold a push specifically for a licensing system option, possibly as early as this year, he added.

Legislation

However, DAR/DLNR can’t implement a licensing system of its own accord. It requires statutory authority by way of the state Legislature.

House Rep. Nicole Lowen, D-North Kona, said multiple bills have been introduced to address noncommercial fishing regulation during her six years in office, including proposals to study the matter or levying fees only on nonresident fishermen.

For a licensing system that also charges residents a fee, Lowen said there’s really only one feasible legislative path.

“If the administration is not on board with it, it would probably be dead in the water,” said Lowen, meaning any bill with a chance to cross the finish line would have to come from relevant agencies with Gov. David Ige’s backing rather than from a state legislator.

“When DAR and DLNR are ready to spearhead it as something that needs to happen in the state, then I think we could start the work of getting legislators on board,” she added. “Because obviously, it will be controversial.”

Neilson said that might happen as early as January.

“We are thinking about the possibility of introducing legislation in this upcoming session,” he said, “but we’re still getting feedback.”

If legislation passed, details would be ironed out through the administrative rulemaking process, which would allow multiple opportunities for public input.

Strong opinions

Hawaii is currently the only state without noncommercial fishing regulation in any form.

Local fishermen, particularly those of Native Hawaiian descent, have fished island waters all their lives. Many see the practice as not just a right and/or a necessity, but as an integral part of their culture.

“I recreationally fish, but it’s to put food on the table,” said Billy Lum, 61, who’s been casting lines on three different islands for the last half-century. “I know a lot of Hawaiians are going to be totally against anything like that because we’re so used to
being able to go out and provide food for the family, so now having to buy a license for it ..."

Many fishery managers, however, say the benefits outweigh what would be a minimal cost to fishermen. Creating a licensing system allows the state to build a database and gather a sense of how many people are fishing recreationally, information it currently doesn't have. It also provides an avenue to circulate information about catch limits and size limitations to fishermen.

All this, Neilson said, will maintain a rich fishing environment in Hawaii for generations to come, and at what he believes is likely to be a reasonable cost.

While no figure has been decided on, Neilson said the annual price now in mind for a license is $5 and would come with fee waiver exceptions for children, the elderly, veterans and the financially disadvantaged.

“We don't want this to be a hardship on our Hawaii residents,” he said. “The cost could be significantly higher for nonresidents.”

Freshwater licenses currently run $5 each, while DAR bumped commercial fishing licenses from $50 to $100 annually within the last year.

Lum explained most recreational fishermen, particularly those of Hawaiian heritage, will have less of a problem with forking over a $5 bill than with what the payment symbolizes. He understands the benefits Neilson laid out and could see himself supporting a reasonably priced licensing system, but he'd also want to know where the money would go.

Neilson said the aim of the fees would be to set up and manage an online licensing system, which would allow residents and nonresidents to acquire licenses immediately so as not to hurt local fishing tour operators. Physical locations like tackle shops interested in participating may also be set up.

While the statewide meetings on the matter are sure to be full of strong opinions, Lum pointed out that it may not matter much whether a licensing system is ever introduced in Hawaii.

“In all the years I've been fishing, I've never ever seen any kind of enforcement as far as fishing regulations,” Lum said. “I know there's plenty of fishermen out there who don't give a rip.”
David Long 25 days ago
So they want to make money off the last thing people can do to eat. There is plenty of fish for everyone!

Jacarand 25 days ago
What a load of BS - this tax would impact people who are simply trying to put food on their table and somehow survive in this land of exorbitant living expenses. It starts at $5 per year then watch as fees slowly ratchett upward over time. Don't the spendhiscric legislators already have their hands deep enough into our pockets? How about let's start making better use of the taxes that are already being collected?

KonaRich 25 days ago
How about they start eliminating some old and unenforceable regulations on the books already. Do something for the public tax payer already.

Sara Steiner-Jackson 25 days ago
How to set up the licensing fast so you dont hurt the local fishing tour operators?

Sterling 25 days ago
Conservation International Hawaii has $329,000,000 in net assets. It is run by Hollywood and Mega Corporations. According to their website Hollywood star Harrison Ford is on the Board of Directors along with Board members who work or used to work for companies such as Gap Inc, J.P Morgan Chase, Starbucks, Walmart, Northrop Grumman and many more.

This is about Big Money getting cozy with Hawaii state legislators and agencies. This is about who controls the ocean resource today and in the future.

Tough Choice 25 days ago
Yes, it's UN Agenda 21/2030/2050, which is about controlling all the resources and assets of the planet. mainly how we live our lives. People think we live in the land of the “free and the brave.” How free are we when every single thing we can do, or have, is taxed?

Napili54 25 days ago
BS.

KonaRich 25 days ago
The bigger question here should be, (start making Hawaiian fishermen pay to fish), will doing this make my life better. 49 other states can’t be wrong. First off payed fishing license will be the tourist. Add the cost of collecting the fees to the boat captains and owners. Next come local fishermen $5.30 after that you have to fill out a monthly catch report then more fees to hire more public employees for the extra paper work, (wages + benefits+retirement+++ = more tax for you and me, and for what, to count fish caught? / X 5 islands)

someonefromhawaii 24 days ago
The clue of nepotistic government finding one more job for cousins to extract money and bother people.

Vitaly Noskov 24 days ago
What they are really doing is making a reason to hire more dfr agents to harrass people with coolers at the ocean then ticket them for alcohol in state parks and the rest of violations that apply.. the crooks in office inventing any ways to collect $$$

The real way to make $$$ is lay off 50% of state office employees, and upgrade the guys in the field and more production will be done

metalmann08 26 days ago
The Democrats are going insane with our money. Where does it end. Just hand over your pay check and starve. You voted for the dictatorship what do you expect. Their 14 billion in the hole with the retirement fund. Time to pay the piper. How’s the Asian running HAWAI working out for everybody.
LIHUE — Hawaii is the only state in the U.S. that doesn’t require licenses or fees for recreational fishing, but officials are considering changing that.

A public meeting on potential statewide noncommercial fishing regulations is set for 9 a.m. Saturday at the Kauai Veterans Center in Lihue, one of several statewide meetings to be held on the topic this month.

The proposal is a result of a Conservation International Hawaii and Western Pacific Fishery Council report on noncommercial fishing, released nearly two years ago.

It lays out potentially requiring permits, registry and fees for recreational fishing in Hawaii, which is the only U.S. state without noncommercial fishing regulations.

Opponents, particularly Native Hawaiians, see fishing as a right and an integral part of their culture.

The report, which does not advocate for or against the idea, says there are no laws to prevent regulation and that it’s possible to implement them without violating Native Hawaiian gathering rights protected under state law.
“I recreationally fish, but it’s to put food on the table,” said Billy Lum, 61, who’s been fishing in Hawaii for the last half-century. “I know a lot of Hawaiians are going to be totally against anything like that because we’re so used to being able to go out and provide food for the family.”

Conservation International Hawaii program director Matt Ramsey said his organization isn’t lobbying on behalf of either side of the issue.

“This meeting is not part of the rulemaking process,” Ramsey said. “I think a large misconception out there is that this is somehow related to state regulation or a legislative effort, and that’s definitely not the case. While those two things may happen on their own, we are not involved in that at all.”

The plan would require statutory authority from the state Legislature, but House Rep. Nicole Lowen, D-North Kona, said multiple bills have already been introduced to address noncommercial fishing regulation, including proposals to implement fees only on nonresidents who fish recreationally.

For a licensing system that also charges residents a fee, Lowen said Gov. David Ige would have to support the plan.

“If the administration is not on board with it, it would probably be dead in the water,” Lowen said.

The report itself looks at how fisheries are interconnected with Hawaii’s environment, economy, food and culture and the impacts that are currently affecting them with three objectives in mind: to provide more data on fishery management, to foster a dialogue between fishers and managers, and to create a source of independent funding to support management.

Meetings statewide will be led by a small collaborative study group of fisheries resource managers, experts and representatives from fisher organizations and nongovernmental groups.

“We are neutral,” the group’s announcement states. “Our group has taken a neutral approach to whether there should be a requirement or any preferences for a specific option.”

A copy of the report can be downloaded at goo.gl/g8tp3m.

... 

Jessica Else, environment reporter, can be reached at 245-0452 or jelse@thegardenisland.com. West Hawaii Today contributed to this report.
joemaka  November 27, 2018 11:59 am

Yes. Fisheries management is a proven positive practice that is used around the world. It's not about how long Mr. Lum has lived here or how much “Hawaiian” blood he has, it's about sustainable fishing so that we actually have fish. People need to stop acting like Hawaii’s problems are unique and that everything is a cultural issue. Regulate and stop the “culture” of netting with small eye nets and killing all the small fish.

pointfisha  November 27, 2018 4:15 pm

Sorry, Joe, Hawaii’s issues ARE unique, as are its people, its location, and its ways of life. Those need to be protected aggressively, but they don’t seem to have enough activist elites funding studies about whether or not the adoption of “universal” fishery management practices will permanently damage local culture to the point of extinction.

But, hey, thanks for telling everyone what “people need to” do.

Josh  November 29, 2018 8:46 am

There is NO license proposal on the table at this time that the study group is aware of. While DAR may be working on a proposal, the study group has not seen any proposal from DAR or any other entity. These meetings are an effort to educate the public, specifically the fishing communities, on understanding the concepts of fishing registries, permits and licenses, so that everyone can think about their pros and cons.

I'll encourage everyone to go out to the meeting if possible and learn about what those folks are bringing out to your community. Something will happen by the state at some point, and it would be great if everyone is informed on the issue.
LIHUE — About 15 to 20 people attended a meeting at the Kauai Veterans Center Saturday morning to get information and discuss the prospect of a statewide permit system for recreational fishing in the ocean.

Hawaii does not currently require a license for recreational marine fishing — the only coastal state not to do so.

Two years ago, a group made up of people from various fishing organizations and interest groups conducted a study on the feasibility of establishing a recreational fishing registry, permit and licensing system in the state, examining the legislative, cultural and environmental aspects of the issue.
In a report published in 2016, the group concluded that “there are no legal or constitutional barriers in Hawaii that would prohibit the implementation” of a new permitting system, and that it is possible to design a system that does not violate the Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights,” protected under state law.

Now members of that group are going island to island — touching all but Niihau in the last couple weeks — holding meetings to share the findings of their study, answer questions and generally encourage public dialogue on the subject.

Members of the group said close to 20 people showed up for the initial presentation Saturday morning, and about half stayed to ask questions and talk until around noon.

A copy of the report can be downloaded at goo.gl/g8tp3m.
Maui fishers mull prospects of new licensing, permit or registry system

Hawaii is the only coastal U.S. state without a method to cover noncommercial fishing practices

Maui fishers expressed mixed views over possible noncommercial marine fishing registry, permit or licensing systems in Hawaii, following meetings on a study that explored the systems.

Conservation International Hawaii and the Western Pacific Fishery Council shared findings from a 2016 joint fact-finding study group that researched the feasibility and implications of the various systems Tuesday night at the Cameron Center in Wailuku. A meeting was held on Molokai on Wednesday. A meeting on Lanai will be from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday at Lanai Community Center.

Hawaii is the only coastal U.S. state without a mandatory noncommercial marine fishing registry, permit or license or RPL system, because previous attempts to enact a system were not successful, according to the study’s executive summary.

The study group did not identify a preferred alternative or say if a system should be implemented. But it concluded there are no legal or constitutional barriers in Hawaii that would prohibit the implementation of such a system. Also, a system could be designed
that would not violate Native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights protected under Hawaii law, the study said.

“I’m all for a free fishing license,” said longtime diver Darrell Tanaka, who attended the Tuesday meeting. “We should have (free) fishing license. Not everyone knows the rules. Not everyone is compliant. A fishing license can really help with education.”

Tanaka said that with a hunting license, everyone needs to take a class to understand rules and regulations. The fishing license also could have a class and perhaps the fishing license test and education material could be available online.

“Basically it’s an opportunity for the state to give a regulation handbook to every fisherman.”

Tanaka said that with a license the state and lawmakers would have a count of how many fishers there are in the Hawaii and know “how many people they are affecting” when making laws along with rules and regulations.

“It puts fishermen on the map,” Tanaka added.

The study notes various surveys done to identify the number of noncommercial fishers in Hawaii. Numbers vary and may range up to 396,000.

Tanaka isn’t so enthused about having a license fee because fishers believe they already pay taxes and “you never know when a fee could be a little bit too much for somebody.”

But he added that nonresidents who fish on different islands could be charged a fee to fish outside of their hometowns.

Another longtime fisherman, Gary Hashizaki, president of the Maui Casting Club, said that in general “people don’t want” to pay for a
license or a permit because they are used to fishing for free.

But if a system needs to be in place and if a fee needs to be charged, Hashizaki said he hopes the state would use that money to help fishers.

“I don’t think it’s going to break your pocket, but if they can use the money for benefit the fishermen, not like use it for rail,” said Hashizaki, who also attended the Maui meeting with about 60 other people.

But Hashizaki said he was concerned about fees hurting younger fishermen, such as his adult son. As a senior citizen, Hashizaki said it is possible that his fees could be waived.

Following the statewide meetings that wrap up on Oahu next week, a community report will be put together reflecting what was said by all at the meetings, said Aarin Gross, senior program manager for policy and operations for Conservation International Hawaii. The report will be shared with people who attended the meetings and provided an email address and those who were interested.

The Department of Land and Natural Resources will receive the report to help the department decide what type of proposal to present to the Legislature next year, said David Sakoda, a program specialist with the DLNR’s Division of Aquatic Resources.

Sakoda said the DLNR could, through the governor’s office, introduce a bill to give the department permission to implement a registration, permit or license system.

“Right now it’s wait and see,” Sakoda said.

He said that implementing some type of system could help the state manage fisheries better now and into the future. But the department would await the response from the community.
Sakoda and several other DLNR officials provided input into the study.

He said that in the past when proposals were made to implement some type of registration, permit or licensing system there were many questions that could not be answered.

“This study aimed at answering those questions, so we can move past those hurdles and start thinking of whether a system could be implemented,” Sakoda added.

Just last legislative session, there were two bills that proposed some type of system. The bills, put forward by legislators and not the state DLNR, both died, Sakoda said.

He said that fishers pointed to waiting for the 2016 study to be released before any decisions were made.

The study group was made up of fishery resource managers, experts and representatives from fisher organizations and nongovernmental groups.

The group focused on evaluating any potential RPL system based on its ability to meet three primary objectives: provide additional and more robust data to support fishery management; foster two-way dialogue between fishers and managers by identifying the universe of noncommercial fishers in Hawaii; and developing approved communication pathways along with creating a source of independent continuous funding to support effective fisheries management.

The group analyzed five RPL systems and came up of list of pros and cons.

For example, if the existing system were continued, marine fishing would still be free, but officials would not know how many people...
were fishing and would have a hard time managing fisheries.

If there were a free registry system, it would give a count of who is fishing and enhance outreach and education. But it would be difficult to get compliance and no revenue would be gained for administering the system.

A fee-based license with fee waivers or reductions for certain categories of fishers would produce more data on fishers and generate a new revenue source. But the system with fee waivers or reduced fees could be more complicated and require more funds to institute and maintain.

A low fee license with permits, stamps or tags at additional charge would identify a more complete universe of fishers and generate a new revenue source. But the system may be complicated and confusing and could infringe on cultural rights.

A free license with permits, stamps or tags at additional charge would capture basic information of all fishers while adding information about specific activities. But the revenues may not cover implementation costs and could be seen as unfair in targeting certain activities.

As for the system impacting Native Hawaiian rights and practices, the study says that the intent of the system would be to provide adequate data on fishery health and potentially fund additional monitoring and enforcement efforts, which is a form of “malama” conservation and stewardship aligned with Hawaiian cultural beliefs and practices.

It adds that a RPL system can respect and protect Native Hawaiian rights by having some sort of identification for the Native group to alert state officials patrolling state waters that the individuals are exercising their protected rights.
The practice right holders also could be exempted from fees associated with the systems when conducting the practices, but may be subject to the same rules while fishing in other areas not associated with the cultural practices, the study said.

To view the report, visit www.wpcouncil.org/rpl-report/.

* Melissa Tanji can be reached at mtanji@mauinews.com.
Dennis Allshouse
Hawaii LOSES a huge amount of $$$ from not getting a share of $$$ from each and every piece of fishing equipment sold in the whole USA !! There is a substantal excise tax on EVERY PIECE of fishing equip. It is divided up amoung the States depending on the number of Lic. Fishermen. Hawaii does not have any lic, so NO $$ COMES TO HAWAII !!! Hawaii could charge say $5 per lic. and gain Millions in it's share of Excise tax !!!

Like · Reply · 2w

Kieth Klein
Its should not always be about money. Money over fishing rights is the mainland way.

Like · Reply · 1w

Kieth Klein
As with all newly established programs and laws initially aimed at "protecting the fish and environment" The beginning minimal fees will soon be a mainstay of the governments income and fisheries budget. When budget tightening comes around the minimal fees wont stay that way and will soon out price the poorest of us as many other things have done. 25 dollars may not be a lot to most folks but to some its a weeks food supply. Beware small beginnings with minimal costs that the government want to manage. Peoples right to fish should not be infringed by government overreach.

Like · Reply · 1w

Dennis Allshouse
But Hawaii is losing MILLIONS of there share of spotting goods excise tax because we have no Fishing Lic. to count for our share. Make it $5 per year and get some of the Millions that get GIVEN to other states !!

Like · Reply · 1w

Kieth Klein
Just tor reiderate. It always starts as a small fee but once the door is open. It becomes a necessary increase each year to support the buracratic machine it takes to enforce it, along with whatever else they can tag on to it. Do we need the extra millions, how about refining how we use what we already give. With government, its never enough. never will be.

Like · Reply · 1w